Before use, refer to User’s Instructions, P/N 03521015, for detailed System instructions and information.

NOTE: For persons with medium to large faces, start with the 2365-02ML DLC. For persons with a small face, start with the 2365-02SM DLC.

WARNING: See User’s Instructions, P/N 03521015 for details on proper fit before donning and use of system.

1. Remove a DLC from the DLC dispensing box (A)

2. Attach the DLC Lens to the Helmet by pressing each of the Attachment Holes and the Alignment Hole, one at a time, over their corresponding Helmet Attachment Posts, on the right, center, and left sides of the helmet. Be sure that the DLC cuff faces to the inside of the helmet.

   Hold the helmet in one hand just behind the headband and snap one side DLC Attachment Hole over the same side Helmet Attachment Post (B).

   Slide your hand over the DLC and over to the front center of the Helmet and ensure that the DLC center Alignment Hole snaps securely over the Helmet Center Alignment Post (C).

   Then continue to slide your hand along the top of the DLC and around to the other side of the Helmet and snap the other DLC side Attachment Hole over the other Helmet side Attachment Post (D).

3. With the DLC fully assembled to the Helmet, remove the Lens Protector by grasping the Peel Tab and gently pulling up and over, right to left (E).